CLIPPER AMAZON CRUISE
Amazon Clipper Traditional & Premium Cruises - Tour Extension
3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS
The Amazon River cruise packs all the best parts of this unique and vast region into just three days. Learn
about the ecology of the Amazon while snacking on yummy native food and drinks. Be on the lookout for rare
and beautiful wildlife such as the caiman and Pink River Dolphins as well as exotic birds and the infamous
rubber tree. Experience the Meeting of the Waters and peek into historic port of Manaus, including the fishing
docks and domed Opera House.
Note: This is a tour extension, combine this cruise with one of our full package tours.

FROM

$ 740

THIS CRUISE INCLUDES:

HIGHLIGHTS

Excellent local food and drink. Ecology lessons on the Amazon
including the famous animals and plants to lookout for.

Rare and exotic animals
Abundant wildlife
Historic Manaus
Meeting of the Waters

per person

ITINERARY AMAZON RIVER CRUISE
Day 1
ARRIVAL IN MANAUS
Monday
Transfer from your hotel in Manaus to Amazon Clipper Cruise at
2.00 pm. As you board, enjoy your welcome drink as you listen
the guides when tell you about the journey you are about to set
off and the vessel.
After a snack, meet at the leisure room to receive a speech on
the basic aspects of the unique and vast Amazon ecosystem and
how to preserve it.
During the evening, you can order a delicious sweet and lemony
caipirinha, Brazil's national drink.
After dinner, while the vessel keeps navigating upstream the
Amazon River, you will go on a night safari to discover the
nocturnal fauna. Here, using the searchlights, you may be able to
spot: caimans (a crocodile specie), sloths, frogs, snakes, and
night-hawks.

Day 2
AMAZONIAN BIRDS & RIVER DOLPHINS
Tuesday
Wake up early and hop in the canoe to explore Janauaca Lake
and the waking forest. Keep your eyes open for exotic birds and
Pink River Dolphins. After breakfast, visit the inhabitants of the
lake who rely on the plantations, fishing as well as fruit, rubber
and Brazil-nut trees. Try your hand at piranha fishing in the
afternoon and try to spot a large flock of egerets. After dinner,
explore the forest by canoe for the chance to observe nocturnal
animals and gaze upon the millions of stars and constellations of
the southern hemisphere.

Day 3
MEETING OF THE WATERS & MANAUS
Wednesday
Enter the Januari Ecological Park in search for the Victoria
Regias, one of the biggest aquatic plants in the world. This giant
water lilies have a star-shaped flower that blossoms during the
night. Explore the mysterious flooded forest by canoe, or stroll
along a catwalk, observing wildlife in the trees and water. Enjoy
breakfast while boat begins navigation toward the Meeting of the
Waters. Upon return to the port of Manaus, take in views of the
floating docks and the dome of the Opera House.
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